'seeing' will be construction seen as nature-pattern. That seeing, only, is
inspired architecture.
This dawning sense of the Within as reality when it is clearly seen as
Nature will by way of glass make the garden be the building as much as
the building will be the garden: the sky as treasured a feature of daily in-
door life as the ground itself.
You may see that walls are vanishing. The cave for human dwelling
purposes is at last disappearing.
Walls themselves because of glass will become windows and windows
as we used to know them as holes in walls will be seen no more. Ceilings
will often become as window-walls, too. The textile may soon be used as
a beautiful overhead for space, the textile an attribute of genuine archi-
tecture instead of decoration by way of hangings and xapholstery. The
usual camouflage of the old order. Modern integral floor heating will
follow integral lighting and standardized unitary sanitation. All this
makes it reasonable and good economy to abolish building as either a
hyper-boxment or a super-borough.
Haven't senseless elaboration and false mass become sufficiently in-
sulting and oppressive to our intelligence as a people? And yet, senseless
elaboration and false mass were tyrannical as 'conspicuous waste7 in all of
our nineteenth-century architecture either public or private! Wherever
the American architect, as scholar, went he 'succeeded' to that extent.
ANOTHER REALITY: CONTINUITY
But now, as third resource, the resource essential to modern architec-
ture destined to cut down this outrageous mass-waste and mass-lying, is the
principle of continuity. I have called it tenuity. Steel is its prophet and
master. You must come with me for a moment into 'engineering* so
called. This is to be an unavoidable strain upon your kind attention. Be-
cause, unfortunately, gentle reader, you cannot understand architecture
as modern unless you do come, and—paradox—you can't come if you
are too well educated as an engineer or as an architect either. So your
common sense is needed more than your erudition.
However, to begin this argument for steel: classic architecture knew
only the post as an upright. Call it a column. The classics knew only the
beam as a horizontal. Call it a beam. The beam resting upon the upright,
or column, was structure throughout, to them. Two things, you see, one
thing set on top of another thing in various materials and put there in
various ways. Ancient, and nineteenth-century building science too, even
building a la mode, consisted simply in reducing the various stresses of all
materials and their uses to these two things: post and beam. Really,
cpnstruction used to be just sticking up something in wood or stone and
putting something else in wood or stone (maybe iron) on top of it: simple
superimposition, you see? You should know that all 'Classic* architecture
was and still is some such form of direct super-imposition. The arch is a
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